ABSTRACT

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) in cloud computing provides Infrastructure as a service for the demand of user from small instance to large instance in pay per use model. The services include like computer resource, networking and data storage. An API (Application Programming Interface) is used to access the infrastructure and a dashboard to control the server and to create and manage different Virtual Machines in the cloud data centre. Multiple cloud users access the service simultaneously. Due to continuous access of the services, a deadlock can happen, and it may lead to a system crash, although cloud computing is designed to overcome such problem, a proper Virtual Machine Placement Technique is needed for implementation to rule out such incidences. Deadlock can occur in cloud computing as the system is inherited from distributed computing and virtualization. A Virtual Machine Placement Technique known as BASIP is proposed to overcome the issue of deadlock by using a banker algorithm with Stochastic Integer Programming. Further, the proposed algorithm is being simulated with hundreds of servers and thousands of virtual machines. The proposed algorithm was simulated with different overload detection and VM selection algorithm. The BASIP algorithm is experimented with 800 servers with 1024 Virtual Machines. From the experimental results, BASIP algorithm reduces energy significantly.


1. INTRODUCTION

The challenges for the cloud provider is to handle all its resources in an energy efficient way while meeting the Service-Level Agreement (SLA), which is a contract between the customers and Cloud provider (CP) on the Quality of Service (QoS). Since the cloud computing came to the market, meaning of computing is totally changes cloud computing which was started a few years back has occupied the total IT market with its functionality. Research studies published on [1] highlights that cloud computing market revenue to approach $20 Billion by the end of 2016. Companies like Amazon Web Service (AWS), Google, Salesforce.com, IBM, Microsoft and Oracle have converted their traditional datacentre to cloud datacentre. As a starter Amazon is the one who started giving cloud services in 2006 with Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [2][3] Amazon’s total revenues are $61 billion followed by Microsoft and Rackspace.com. Google has started with Google compute engine, which is much faster, than AWS. To make it fast it all depends how the resource are utilized in the datacentre especially in the virtual machine placement. Virtual machine placement is the process of mapping VMs to the most suitable Physical Machine (PM) based on the requirement of VMs characteristics to achieve the QoS without any violation of the SLA with user and cloud provider to achieve energy efficient. VMs provisioning and optimization to minimize the cost of computing by applying different policy and migration method in the cloud data centre.

As virtualization is a core technology of cloud computing, the problem of VMs placement has become a hot topic recently. This VMs placement is an important approach for improving power efficiency and resource utilization in cloud infrastructures. Virtual machine are of different configuration and cloud computing is a heterogeneous environment, allocating multiple VMs to PMs has to be done wisely so that a good load balancing will be achieved by taking care of power efficiency. VMs placement is an important approach for improving power efficiency and resource utilization in cloud infrastructures.
Reports from Google white paper that use of cloud computing significantly reduce power consumption than the traditional data centre. Based on their analysis which was published as “Google Apps: Energy Efficiency in the Cloud” [4], a typical company or organization that migrates to the cloud computing could save an estimated 68–87% in energy for its office computing and reduce similar amounts of carbon emissions. From the Google report, it is clear that migration to the cloud service can save energy from 68-87% for typical companies. Migration to cloud U.S. companies could achieve annual energy savings of $12.3 billion and carbon reductions of 85.7 million metric tonnes by 2020 equivalent to the annual emissions of over 16.8 million passenger vehicles [4].

To improve the performance of cloud service provider various load balancing method are applied to improve the performance for example like round robin method. Specializations form of distributed computing is cloud computing. However, the underlying concept is the same. The terms distributed systems, and grid and cloud computing actually refer to slightly different thing, this are based on delivering computing resources through a large and often global network of computers. Services access via the internet usually refers to cloud computing, cloud computing fully depend on internet. Services, which are accessible, can be anything business software, CRM, website, Social network etc. As the cloud computing is having the features of distributed computing and virtualization there is a possibility of occurrence of deadlock. Cloud provider wants to reduce the upfront cost by minimizing the server and hosting many virtual machines on a single host or multiple host compared to the number of jobs arrived for availing the Virtual Machines. Jobs will be competing to acquire the same VMs at the same time leading to a deadlock. Describe in Wikipedia “Deadlock is a common problem in multiprocessing systems, parallel computing and distributed systems, where software and hardware locks are used to handle shared resources and implement process synchronization” [5].

Deadlock can lead to unwanted performance and may violate SLA. Henceforth, in cloud computing a virtual machine placement technique is required to allocate the VMs and to balance the load to avoid deadlocks.

Another issue is that cloud provider never known the demand of resource from user, to determine the variation in demand and costs. To overcome the issue a hybrid algorithm known as BASIP is proposed in this research, which is based on Banker,’s Algorithm with Stochastic Integer Programming. BASIP after simulation proof to be an optimal solution to reduce energy in data centre, while solving the problem of resource allocation it avoid deadlock with payment plan.

2. RELATED WORKS

Large amounts of data and computational resource that can be used based on pay per use and released when finished is provided by cloud computing. User and cloud provider to achieve QoS in their services have maintained certain SLA. Violation of any SLA will lead to poor performance of the service. A VM placement solution should determine the optimal placement for each VM as soon as it arrives,

A study by using the game-theoretic method to solve the optimization problem of resource allocation in network systems from the viewpoint of cloud providers done by Guiyi et al., 2010. Cloud computing is based on QoS and cost which is considered by both the provider and user. Guiyi et al used game theory to solve the problem in which author first used binary integer programming method to obtain initial independent optimization and based on the result an evolutionary mechanism is designed to achieve the final optimal and fair solution [6].

Energy-aware data centre is the latest thing which all the scientist is concern about author (Mohsen Sharifi et al., 2011) approach that energy in data centre can be reduce and they proposed four models, namely the target system model, the application model, the energy model, and the migration model, to identify the performance interferences between processor and disk utilizations and the costs of migrating VMs. They consider fitness metric to evaluate the merit of consolidating a number of known VMs on a PM based on the processing and storage workloads of VMs. Based on their survey they proposed an energy-aware scheduling algorithm using a set of objective functions in terms of this consolidation fitness metric and presented power and migration models. The proposed scheduling algorithm assigns a set of VMs to a set of PMs in a way to minimize the total power consumption of PMs in the whole datacentre. Result shows that 24.9%
power saving and around 1.2% performance degradation when the proposed scheduling algorithm is used compared to when other scheduling algorithms are used [7].

S Chaisiri et al., 2009 look on the service provide by the cloud provider and proposed an algorithm, which could minimize the cost factor. The algorithm is based on stochastic integer programming that works in different stages possibly two stages. On one of it calculates the demand of VMs in reservation phase and another is to calculate the numbers of VMs allocated in both the utilization and on demand phases. Author tries to combine and try to put and design a new algorithm for VMs placement that is on Integer Linear Programming Problem (ILP), ILP could solve the NP-Hard problem [8].

Jiandun Li et al., 2011 proposed a hybrid energy-efficient scheduling algorithm using dynamic migration. Algorithm was implemented using Eucalyptus (v2.0.1) to setup the base environment for private clouds and powering up/down a node was implemented via powernap package. And dynamic migration was implemented through Libvirt. A VM workflow that conform to Gaussian distribution N(2440,1550) to simulate VM requests within a cycle was generated. The workflow consisted of 16 requests with the expected spectrum for left capacity set to [M-2, M+1]. Their proposed algorithm was experimented with & without migration. Round robin (RR) and Greedy approach respectively to schedule the workflow. The results of the experiments showed that it could not only reduce the response time, conserve more energy, but also achieve higher level of load balancing [9].

Considering the energy efficiency factors (such as energy cost, carbon emission rate, workload, and CPU power efficiency) author Saurabh Kumar Garg et al., 2011 proposed a optimal scheduling policies which run in multiple data centres for a cloud provider. This energy efficiency change across different data centres depending on their location, architectural design, and management system. The scheduling policies are sure to achieve a median as much as 25% of energy savings in comparison with profit based scheduling policies causing higher profit and fewer carbon emissions [10].

Jeffrey M. Galloway et al., 2011 presented a load balancing approach to IaaS cloud architectures that is power aware. They proposed a Power Aware Load Balancing algorithm (PALB) that applied to the cluster controller of a Eucalyptus private cloud that is power aware. This load balancer maintains the utilization of all compute nodes and distributes virtual machines in a way that is power efficient. The goal of this algorithm is to maintain availability to compute nodes while reducing the total power consumed by the cloud. The authors used Eucalyptus software for building the cloud architecture and proved that using PALB, organizations wanting to build local clouds using Eucalyptus would be able to save on energy costs. This is because Eucalyptus does not account for power consumption when applying its default load balancing technique. Depending on the job schedule distribution and virtual machine request size, organizations can save 70% - 97% of the energy consumed compared to using load balancing techniques that are not power aware which they showed through experimental results. As a part of their future work, they proposed the implementation of their local cloud “Fluffy” which is a standard Eucalyptus build with independent nodes for each component of the cloud [11].

Can Hankendi et al., 2011 proposed an efficient consolidation technique for multithreaded workloads through adaptive resource sharing on virtual environments. First, an experimental framework was presented to accurately evaluate energy/performance tradeoffs of co-scheduling multi-threaded applications on virtualized systems. Then the effect of application selection on energy efficiency was explored. It was shown that performance degradation due to resource contention can be minimized by setting memory and NUMA affinities for consolidated VMs. Based on all these analysis, the author proposed the adaptive VM reconfiguration algorithm based on power efficiency characteristics of multi-threaded workloads. All experiments are performed on an AMD 12-core Magny Cours (6172) server, virtualized by VMware vSphere 5.0 ESXi hypervisor. It was demonstrated that the proposed resource sharing technique outperforms the state-of-the-art co-scheduling techniques on a real-life multicore system. They presented a virtual machine reconfiguration algorithm that improves the overall throughput-per-watt of a real-life multicore system by up to 25% in comparison to existing consolidation methods [12].

To enhance Green computing within a scalable cloud-computing author Andrew et al., 2010...
presented a new framework. The author discuss of using scheduling techniques related to power-aware for resource management enables live migration, and a minimal virtual machine design, by this the new framework which author describe will provide overall system efficiency will be vastly improved in a data centre based Cloud with minimal performance overhead. Author also explain the rising of computing use and concern of energy saving. For their framework, they demonstrate the potential of the proposed framework, the authors presented new energy efficient scheduling, VM system image, and image management components that explore new ways to conserve power. Author also describe that Future opportunities could explore a scheduling system that is both power-aware and thermal-aware to maximize energy savings both from physical servers and the cooling systems used. Such a scheduler would also drive the need for better data centre designs, both in server placements within racks and closed-loop cooling systems integrated into each rack. While a number of the Cloud techniques are discussed in this paper, there is a growing need for improvements in Cloud infrastructure, both in the academic and commercial sectors. It is believed that Green computing will be one of the fundamental components of the next generation of Cloud computing technologies [13].

Kusic et al., 2009 have stated the problem of continuous consolidation as a sequential optimization and addressed it using Limited Lookahead Control (LLC). The proposed model requires simulation-based learning, and the execution time reaches 30 minutes even 15 nodes. On the contrary, our approach is heuristic-based allowing a reasonable performance even for large-scale [14].

Based on the priorities in multi-application virtualized clusters researcher (Song et al., 2009) proposed an resource allocation technique, in their work they don’t integrate migration of VMs to optimize the allocation table [15]. The author Gupta et al., 2012 points out that by using that utilizing the knowledge of the target application for a VM can lead more intelligent VMs placement decisions [16].

3. FORMALIZATION OF VIRTUAL MACHINE PROBLEM

In virtual machine placement problem, virtual machines are viewed as boxes, where various resource requests of each virtual machine considered as dimensions of box with non-negative values. Physical servers are considered as bins, where CPU, memory and bandwidth capacities are regarded as properties of box. The goal of virtual machine placement problem is to determine the minimum number of physical machines required by the set of virtual machines.

The problem of virtual machine placement in the datacentre is defined as: given a set of virtual machines \( VM = \{vm_1, vm_2, \ldots, vm_n\} \) and a set of physical machines \( PM = \{pm_1, pm_2, \ldots, pm_m\} \), where each \( vm_i \) is a triplet \( vm_i = (cpu_i, ram_i, bw_i) \), \( 1 \leq i \leq n \) denoted cpu, memory and bandwidth requirements of virtual machine respectively. Each \( pm_j \) is also a triplet \( pm_j = (cpu_j, ram_j, bw_j) \), \( 1 \leq j \leq m \) denoted resource capacity of physical machine.

In addition, \( x_{ij} \), \( 1 \leq i \leq m \), \( 1 \leq j \leq n \) and \( y_i \), \( 1 \leq i \leq m \) are decision variables, \( x_{ij} = 1 \) if and only if \( vm_i \) is mapped onto \( pm_j \), \( y_i = 1 \) if \( pm_i \) is used to host virtual machine. The objective is to minimize \( \sum_{i=1}^{m} y_i \) while finding all values of \( x_{ij} \).

There are several implicit constraints in the above definition:

- Each virtual machine can only be hosted on one physical machine;
- For each type of resource, the amounts of resource requests of virtual machines sharing the same physical machine are smaller or equal to capacity of physical machine hosting them;
- The number of physical machines that host virtual machines are not more than \( me, \sum_{j=1}^{m} y_i \leq m.\) [17]

![Figure 1: Traditional DC Without Virtualization](image1.png)
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Example: Consider a datacentre (DC) with 5 VMs, Z, X, B, H, P with different requirements and services running on it. Figure 1 represents five different services running on different server, Figure 2 represents services running on a VM on the same server where it uses 3 servers instead of 5 and fig 3 use 2 servers to run 5 VMs. Based on the required minimum server will be used and other servers will be in sleep mode or low power mode, whenever required these offline servers can be put online. The choice of which VMs and how many VMs to place together on a server yields a range of different operating points varying in resource efficiency and performance. One may maximize efficiency by packing the VMs into the minimum number of servers required to satisfy the number of processor cores, memory and disk space requirements of each VM, but such packing hurts performance.

Figure 3: Cloud DC With Virtualization

3.1 Problem of Deadlock in Cloud Computing

Problem defined in [19] by using web server for e-commerce and database server on the Amazon EC2 server user has experienced a deadlock by using the instance to an m1.xlarge as well as in m1.large. User defined the problem that bad disk IO is often seen in EC2 server but in 2012 they faced the problem of deadlock especially on servers running the MySql database. Another user seeing the problem of deadlock in an EC2 server move the database to Amazon RDS (Relational Database Service) instance and declared that the problem of bad disk IO and deadlock was reduced in the RDS.

Reported by Matt Wilson on [20] found a Kernel deadlock in scheduler on multiple EC2 instance types, user report that kernel stop responding running on m2. 2xlarge EC2 instances. It shows full VCPUs are stuck waiting on spinlocks. User defined that it could be reason of scheduling code that leads to deadlock of the server which Xen hypervisor. However, it was fixed with new release of Linux-ec2 (2.6.32-346.51). User of Google App Engine got App deadline/deadlock/internal errors [21].

Mention in [22], a deadlock may occur during region initialization when index creation happens locally or through a remote request in vFabric GemFire. vFabric GemFire is a distributed data management platform providing dynamic scalability, high performance, and database-like persistence.

From the thread reported by many users on different platform in cloud computing it is clear that deadlock can happen in cloud computing especially when the instances is running database server. Since, cloud computing has inherited characteristic of distributed computing and virtualization there is a possibility of occurrence of deadlock.

4. PROPOSED METHOD

Our key idea is to consider the extent to which different VMs are affected, determine the VMs that degrade the least when placed together, and then consolidate these VMs to the extent that performance constraints are not violated.
Programming) and Banker’s algorithm[24][25][26][27][28][29], to place the virtual machine in the data centre both the technique has its own merit and demerit. To determine the variation in demand and costs Stochastic Integer Programming (SIP) is used where by using SIP frequent re-allocation are not needed. If there is error in the estimation of then users might end up paying more. SIP is perfect for the determination of demand and costs but in lack in mapping of Virtual Machines to Physical Machines to overcome this problem this research work proposed a hybrid model of Banker algorithm and SIP [8].

Whereas Banker algorithm is a resource allocation and deadlock avoidance algorithm best for mapping the VMs to host. Banker algorithm the system is checked before deploying whether the system is ready to take any other process before allocation by giving a single in the safe and unsafe state. Whenever Banker algorithm allocate VMs to the host it check for safe and unsafe of the host plus checking the SIP is true or not.

**BASIP Algorithm (Hybrid Model of Banker’s Algorithm and Stochastic Integer Programming)**

H: set of Hosts

I: current mapping I: H→ {0,1,...,N_max}

Where N_max = max{N_f: H∈H}

I*: Proposed Mapping

M: set of Virtual Machines where method assigned to each H is associated with current mapping I

M*: set of Virtual Machines where methods assigned to each H* is associated with proposed mapping I*

Advancer (H, I, M)

1. \( \hat{H} = \{H \in H: H_f \neq \emptyset \} \)

2. While (\( \hat{H} \neq \emptyset \))

3. If (Overload Detection (H) = =True)

4. (H*,g*,M*)← Select(\( \hat{H}, I, M \))

5. If (! M*)

6. Break

7. I*← \{H*,I(H*)\} + \{(H,I(H) + 1)\}

8. else

9. M*← update (g*,M*,M)

10. If (Banker (H, I*, M*) =SAFE && (SIP=True))

11. I← I *

12. M←M *

13. \( \hat{H} \leftarrow \hat{H} - \{H^*\} \)

Banker (H, I*, M*)

\( \hat{A} \leftarrow H \)

While (\( \hat{A} \neq \emptyset \))

aMaps ← False

for \( T \in \hat{A} \)

futureMapFit ← True

\( \hat{M} \leftarrow M^* \)

For (g∈A(H(I*(H))])

If (Overload Detection(H) = =True)

M*← Select([g],0,\( \hat{M} \))

If (! M*)

futureMapFit ← False

break

else

\( \hat{M} \leftarrow update(g,M^*,\hat{M}) \)

If (futureMapFit)

M*← release (H(I*(H)),M*)

aMaps ← True

\( \hat{H} \leftarrow \hat{H} - \{H\} \)
If (!aMaps)

Return UNSAFE

Return SAFE

SIP (Stochastic Integer Programming)

Decision variable \(X_{ij}^{(r)}\) denotes the number of VMs in the class \(V_i\), allocated to provider \(P_j\). \(c_{ij}\) denotes the cost, in reservation phase, charged by provider \(P_j\) for hosting one VM from class \(V_i\).

Stage 1: This defines the number of VMs to be provisioned in reservation phase

Stage 2: This defines the number of VMs allocated in utilization and on-demand phase.

Minimize: \(SIP = \sum_{i \in V} \sum_{P \in P} c_{ij} X_{ij}^{(r)} + \varepsilon_{it}[\mathbb{E}(X_{ij}^{(r)}, \omega)]\)

Subject to: \(X_{ij}^{(r)} \in \{0,1,\ldots\}, V_i \in V, P_j \in P\)

- \(X_{ij}^{(r)}\) denotes number of VMs provisioned in first stage.
- \(\varepsilon_{it}[\mathbb{E}(X_{ij}^{(r)}, \omega)]\) denotes cost in second stage.
- Here \(\omega \in \Omega = D \times \Pi_{P \in P} \) denotes realizations (set of demands and prices)

5. RESULT & DISCUSSION

The proposed method BASIP, a deadlock avoidance and payment plan for resource allocation to improved the VM placement, and reduce the energy in cloud data centre. The proposed algorithm check whether the host is safe or unsafe by using Banker’s Algorithm then it check the what kind of payment plans based on the two condition resource is allocated to the VM. After the simulation with various overload detection algorithm and VM selection this research work obtain the minimum energy and the final output is below.

- ENERGY: BASIP * LR * MUR = 15.90kWh
- SLA: BASIP * IQR * RS = 0.00028%
- MIGRATION: BASIP * MAD * RS = 691 VM migrates

Table 1 shows the simulation result of BASIP with Maximum Correlation(MC) as VM selection with various overload detection

Table 2 shows the simulation result of BASIP with Minimum Migration Time (MMT) as VM selection with various overload detection

Table 3 shows the simulation result of BASIP with Minimum Utilization (MU) as VM selection with various overload detection

Table 4 shows the simulation result of BASIP with Random Selection (RS) as VM selection with various overload detection

Table 5 shows the simulation result of BASIP with Minimum Utilization Rank (MUR) as VM selection with various overload detection.

Figure 6 shows the energy consumption chart of BASIP
Figure 7 shows the SLA chart of BASIP
Figure 8 shows the migration chart of BASIP
In this work, researcher not only simulated with BASIP the proposed algorithm but to see and compare the result it is simulated with Banker's algorithm as well as SIP also. Below is the result after simulation.
Overload Detection: DVFS-Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling, IQR-Interquartile Range, LR-Local Regression, LRR-Robust Local Regression, MAD-Median Absolute Deviation, THR-CPU utilization threshold, PR - Polynomial Regression


6. CONCLUSION

As the increase in size of the data centres and with the cloud computing and virtualization technology, automation process of virtual machine placement has become an important issue. Virtual machine presents a great opportunity for cloud.

Cloud provider has to consider minimizing the cost and the factor related with that is processor, storage, memory, network and power. Virtualization technology benefits the computer and IT industries by enabling users to share expensive hardware resources by multiplexing VMs on the same set of hardware hosts. In this paper, an approach for solving the Virtual machine problem is dealt by BASIP (Banker Algorithm Stochastic Integer Programming). The study deal with processor, memory and power based, algorithm try to minimize the power usage by migration of VM from one host to another host that is known as VM placement. The host was shut down which are in idle mode or put in sleep which ultimately reduce the power consumption and reduce the cost factor, paper also consider the SLA are not violated while considering the reduction of power. The proposed algorithm BASIP take care that while placing VM in the host it check whether it is safe or unsafe to be allocated that in future such deadlock or resource shortage should not occur while considering the cost. BASIP combine with overload detection of LR and VM selection MUR reduces the energy upto 15.90, which is the lowest, using of this placement technique in cloud data centre will significantly reduce the energy consumption and cloud provider and user will save lots of money on IaaS.
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